
 
 

On instruction of DREWS THE IRONMONGERS 

 
71-73 CAVERSHAM ROAD, READING, RG1 8JA 

 
VAT will apply to the hammer price of all lots 
All lots will carry a Buyers’ Premium of 11% plus VAT 
 
v1  Approximately 21 pairs of various safety work boots & trainers 
v2  Approximately 19 pairs of safety wellington boots 
v3  Quantity of electric lighting equipment including bulbs, tools, wiring and other 

accessories 
v4  Quantity of assorted tools including barrier tape, number punch set, saw blades, 

vacuum cleaner accessories etc 
v5  Quantity of impact screwdriver bits, sockets, Allen keys, hex keys etc 
v6  Quantity of drill bits including masonry bits, core bits & diamond drill bits 
v7  Quantity of drill bits including masonry bits, core bits & diamond drill bits 
v8  Quantity of drill bits including masonry bits, core bits & diamond drill bits 
v9  Quantity of sandpaper, routing bits,plugs and scissor jig 
v10  Quantity of safety consumables including respirators, visors etc 
v11  Thread repair kits and quantities of cutting oil 
v12  Security tags and bar code strips, various dispensers & bins 
v13  Bostitch MFN201 floor nailer 
v14  Bostitch MFN201 floor nailer 
v15  Bostitch HC50 concrete nailer 
v16  Bostitch HC50 concrete nailer 
v17  2 no 500 Spit nails 15mm and 3 boxes of Firma nails 
v18  20 boxes of Bostitch nails 
v19  Quantity of Lin Bins 
v20  Paslode battery charger kit, quantity of grind cup stones and other assorted tools 

& accessories 
v21  Einhell cordless jig saw 
v22  Bosch and Hitachi spares & accessories 
v23  Dewalt spares including 4 batteries 
v24  Quantity of Makita accessories 
v25  Mahogany pedestal desk with skiver 
v26  19 pairs of hi viz trousers and quantity of hi viz vests 
v27  Approximately 75 disposable suits with hoods - various sizes 
v28  Quantity of work trousers and chefs trousers & jackets 
v29  9 pairs of Snickers work trousers & shorts 
v30  10 pairs of Snickers hi viz work trousers 
v31  Quantity of door and gate furniture 



v32  Quantity of door and gate furniture 
v33  Quantity of gate hinges 
v34  Quantity of gate hinges 
v35  Quantity of gate hinges and bolts 
v36  Quantity of safety signs 
v37  Quantity of safety signs 
v38  Quantity of Rothley steel tubing and fixings 
v39  41 pairs of Heritage brass hinges 
v40  11 Basta Parsons hinges, 40 Heritage brass hinges plus 7 other hinges 
v41  6 x 10 heavy storm proof hinges, 5 boxes of Soss invisible hinges, approximately 

18 Eclipse stainless steel hinges 
v42  Approximately 350 pairs of hinges 
v43  7 boxes of flush hinges 
v44  Quantity of butt hinges and sprung hinges 
v45  Quantity of 90 degree spring loaded cabinet hinges and other hinges 
v46  Quantity of various butt and other hinges 
v47  Quantity of door numbers, window & door latches, ceramic door knobs etc 
v48  23 sets of Era passage door knobs and 6 Anvil Avon lever latch sets 
v49  Approximately 34 boxes of various hinges, mainly Perry 
v50  Approximately 40 boxes of various hinges 
v51  Quantity of sash locks, latches, handles & letter plates 
v52  Approximately 18 boxes of various coat and cleat hooks 
v53  Quantity of various escutcheons, door knobs, cabin hooks etc 
v54  6 mortice deadlocks, 20 s/lock cases, 9 r/bolt cases 
v55  Quantity of casement stays 
v56  2 buckets of chain, shackles and links 
v57  Quantity of various door locks 
v58  Quantity of sash window weights and offset hinges 
v59  Quantity of cylinder locks 
v60  Quantity of cylinder locks 
v61  Quantity of assorted hinges, locks, security chains etc. 
v62  Quantity  of assorted door seals plus plastic storage pipes 
v63  Quantity of work top jointers and carpet edger 
v64  Quantity of sliding and folding door hardware, plus piano hinges and shelving 

runners 
v65  2 code locks and various emergency door fittings 
v66  25 Union mortice locks 
v67  39 Union locks and rebate sets and accessories 
v68  34 boxes of assorted main Union door locks and rebate sets 
v69  Quantity of Era window locks 
v70  Quantity of Yale window locks and bolt keys 
v71  Quantity of Legge door locks, latches and rebate sets 
v72  7 Era door lock cylinders plus various other door catches and locks 
v73  Quantity of door locks, other locks, magnetic catches and other catches 
v74  Quantity of Versa locking door and window handles plus a Yale locking door 

handle & letter plates 
v75  6 Briton door closers 
v76  3 Arron door closers, 6 Pekko door closer plates, 2 Astra door closers, 5 hinges 
v77  4 Dorma door closers 
v78  Frisco barrel bolts 



v79  Frisco barrel bolts 
v80  Quantity of aluminium and plastic vents 
v81  Assorted locks, screws, bolts, chain, barrier 
v82  3 AEG cordless drills and one battery 
v83  Sliding door rails and fittings 
v84  7 bays of Dexion racking and bay of 6 lockers 
v85  12 bays of Dexion racking 
v86  13 bays of Dexion racking 
v87  7 bays of Dexion racking 
v88  6 bays of Dexion racking 
v89  8 bays of Dexion racking - no backs 
v90  14 bays of Dexion racking 
v91  7 bays of Dexion racking 
v92  Quantity of various lengths of metal poles 
v93  7 bays of Dexion racking 
v94  Set of metal pigeon hole racking 1x36 
v95  5 no 2 drawer metal filing cabinets & metal cupboard 
v96  20 bays of Dexion racking and bay of 6 lockers 
v97  5 various bays of racking 
v98  Large quantity of coat hangers 
v99  Pine internal clear pine Victorian unglazed door 1981x838x35 
v100  Set of metal pigeon hole racking 1x28 (2 missing) 
v101  Quantity of hexagonal headed bolts 
v102  Quantity of hexagonal headed bolts 
v103  Quantity of hexagonal headed bolts 
v104  Quantity of hexagonal headed bolts 
v105  Quantity of hexagonal headed bolts 
v106  Quantity of hexagonal headed bolts 
v107  Quantity of hexagonal headed bolts plus fifty studs and caps 
v108  Quantity of masonry brushes 
v109  Quantity of washers and nuts 
v110  Quantity of various nuts 
v111  Quantity of domenuts, tee nuts and screws 
v112  Quantity of washers, vine eyes, joint fasteners and various screws 
v113  Quantity of various steel machine screws 
v114  Quantity of various steel machine screws 
v115  Quantity of various steel machine screws 
v116  Quantity of various machine screws 
v117  Quantity of self tapping screws 
v118  Quantity of self tapping screws 
v119  Quantity of self tapping screws 
v120  Quantity of self tapping screws 
v121  Quantity of various Fischer wall bolts 
v122  Quantity of various Fischer wall bolts 
v123  Quantity of various Fischer wall bolts 
v124  Quantity of various rawl bolts 
v125  Quantity of various rawl bolts 
v126  5 x 7.5 litres Dulux Weathershield 
v127  10 x 4 litre turps substitute 
v128  17 various tubes of filler 



v129  21 x 250ml tins of interior varnish, various colours 
v130  21 x 250ml tins of interior varnish, various colours 
v131  1 x 2kg tin of CooVar anti vandal paint and 3 x 400ml cans of graffiti remover 
v132  3 x 2.5 litres CooVar anti slip floor paint, black 
v133  2 x 2.5 litres Coovar anti slip floor paint, black and 1x light grey 
v134  2 x 2.5 litres CooVar yellow line marking paint 
v135  16 x 750ml cans of line marker 
v136  9 x 1 litre CooVar anti slip floor paint, various colours 
v137  9 x 750ml Ronseal interior varnish, various colours 
v138  9 x 750ml Ronseal interior varnish, various colours 
v139  9 x 750ml Ronseal interior varnish, various colours 
v140  9 x 750ml Ronseal interior varnish, various colours 
v141  9 x 750ml Ronseal interior varnish, various colours 
v142  4 x 750ml Ronseal interior varnish, various colours 
v143  5 x 2.5litre Ronseal varnish, various colours 
v144  8 no 750ml Ronseal wood stain, various colours 
v145  8 x 250ml Ronseal wood stain, various colours 
v146  8 x 250ml Ronseal wood stain, various colours 
v147  10 x 500ml thinners 
v148  4 x 2kg tubs of glazing compound 
v149  Assorted decorating equipment 
v150  1 x 2.5 litres Dulux Easycare - Blush Pink, 1 x 5 litres Dulux Weathershield 

Primer, 1 x 5 litres Dulux Weathershield masonry paint - black 
v151  5 no 1 litre contact adhesive 
v152  4 x 5 litres Evostik - red 
v153  5 x 5 litres Evostik - red 
v154  9 x heavy duty car seat covers 
v155  Quantity of wood restorative material 
v156  26 x 250ml tins of Liberon wood dye, various colours 
v157  12 x 1 litre cans of wood dye, various colours 
v158  8 x 1 litre cans of wood dye, various colours 
v159  20 x 500ml cans of wood dye, various colours 
v160  20 x 500ml cans of wood dye, various colours 
v161  Light weight shovel and 2 no snow shovels 
v162  7 snow shovels 
v163  13 snow shovels 
v164  31 snow shovels 
v165  Plastic plasterers bath, plastic composter, Graf 210 litre water butt, 2 no Graf 203 

litre water butts (only one lid) 
v166  9 x 4m x 112mm half round white pvc guttering & 5x 43mm pvc pipes 
v167  Approximately 20 3m x 35mm pvc pipes 
v168  Approximately 20 no 3m x 43mm pvc pipes 
v169  Approximately 27 no 3m x 36mm pvc pipes 
v170  Approx 15 no 3mm x 43mm pvc pipes 
v171  Approximately 5 no 4m x 68mm pvc rainwater pipes and a quantity of 

approximately 2m x 76mm half round guttering 
v172  10 no 3m x 43mm and approximately 15 no 3m x 36mm pvc pipes 
v173  2 no 4m x 110mm pvc soil pipes and 3 other cut lengths 
v174  Approximately 20 no 3m x 55mm pvc pipes 
 



v175  Quantity of various lengths 125mm half round guttering, plus a length of brown 
guttering, downpipes and fittings 

v176  10 no 3m x 55mm pvc pipes 
v177  2 Flo Pro tripod sprinklers 
v178  Quantity of sand bag sacks 
v179  FloPro hose accessories 
v180  Assorted garden and household accessories 
v181  12 Quick Dam flood barriers 
v182  12 Quick Dam sandless sand bags 
v183  Shower Drape shower curtains, curtain rings, track and other accessories plus 

Elevate half height shower door 
v184  Quantity of drain bungs, drain rods and drain rod ends 
v185  Quantity of washing machine pipes & connectors, air testing kits, flue brush sets, 

and plumbing tools 
v186  Quantity of various sink and other plumbing accessories 
v187  Quantity of Venice chrome cup holders and soap dish holders 
v188  Quantity of shower fittings and accessories 
v189  3 x 25 litres Enviroclean liquid 
v190  Quantity of mainly 1 litre bottles of HG tile cement and cleaner 
v191  Quantity of various lengths and types of wooden mouldings, plus racking 
v192  Quantity of sawn timber plus racking 
v193  Quantity of melamine boards 
v194  Quantity of tile adhesive and grout 
v195  Quantity of stainless steel and plastic covered towel rails and hand rails 
v196  Quantity of stainless steel and plastic covered towel rails and hand rails 
v197  Quantity of plumbing fittings 
v198  Blue bin rack complete with various gutter and downpipe fittings 
v199  Blue bin rack complete with various gutter and downpipe fittings plus soil pipe 

fittings 
v200  Blue bin rack complete with a quantity of soil pipe fittings 
v201  Blue bin rack complete with waste pipe fittings 
v202  Various guttering fixtures and fittings 
v203  Large quantity of guttering and pipe fittings - blue bin racking is excluded 
v204  Quantity of chimney cowlings 
v205  Quantity of chimney cowlings 
v206  Blue bin racking c/w gutter fittings and flush vales & parts 
v207  A rack of sealants, adhesives and fillers 
v208  A rack of sealants, adhesives and fillers 
v209  A rack of sealants, adhesives and fillers 
v210  Quantity of metal and brass finish poles in various lengths 
v211  Zarges platform 
v212  Approximately 20 lengths of Hexstone edging 
v213  2 bays of parts racking and a bay of lengths racking c/w Expamet wall starter, 

restraint straps and stretcher bars 
v214  Large quantity of Evolve black painted aluminium gutter fittings and 3 lengths of 

down pipe 
v215  Quantity of metal gutter brackets and fixings 
v216  Large quantity of cast iron OG & HR gutter parts 
v217  Quantity of sharp sand, concrete mix and absorbent granules 
v218  Quantity of fencing tools and materials, including wire tensioner and rack 



v219  13 no corrugated clear pvc roof sheets of various lengths, a quantity of pvc 
sheets and roofing accessories - racking included 

v220  Quantity of tubes of Colourfill worktop sealant in various colours 
v221  Quantity of various nuts and bolts 
v222  Quantity of brass bolts and screws 
v223  Quantity of Thorsman self drilling screws 
v224  Quantity of Thorsman self drilling screws 
v225  Quantity of Thorsman self drilling screws 
v226  Quantity of Thorsman self drilling screws 
v227  Quantity of socket head screws 
v228  Quantity of socket head screws 
v229  Quantity of socket head screws 
v230  Quantity of socket button head screws 
v231  Quantity of socket button head screws 
v232  Quantity of assorted stainless steel screws, bolts and washers 
v233  Quantity of assorted stainless steel screws, bolts and washers 
v234  Quantity of assorted stainless steel screws, bolts and washers 
v235  Quantity of assorted stainless steel screws, bolts and washers 
v236  Quantity of assorted stainless steel screws, bolts and washers 
v237  Quantity of assorted stainless steel screws, bolts and washers 
v238  Quantity of assorted stainless steel screws, bolts and washers 
v239  Quantity of Unifix GP screws 
v240  Quantity of Unifix GP screws 
v241  Quantity of Unifix GP screws 
v242  Quantity of Unifix GP screws 
v243  Quantity of Unifix GP screws 
v244  Quantity of Unifix GP screws 
v245  Quantity of Unifix GP screws 
v246  Quantity of brass mirror screws c/w washers and a quantity of clutch head wood 

screws 
v247  Large quantity of eye bolts and barrel strainers 
v248  Quantity of BZP cup square hexagon bolts and nuts 
v249  Quantity of BZP cup square hexagon bolts and nuts 
v250  Quantity of BZP cup square hexagon bolts and nuts 
v251  Quantity of BZP cup square hexagon bolts and nuts 
v252  Quantity of U bolts in various sizes 
v253  Quantity of Unifix hexagon head coach screws 
v254  Quantity of Unifix hexagon head coach screws 
v255  Quantity of hook bolts and nuts 
v256  Quantity of roofing bolts and gutter bolts 
v257  Quantity of flexi tap connectors and other plumbing accessories 
v258  Quantity of Polyplumb fittings and 13 no 28mm x 3m pipes 
v259  Large quantity of screws including slotted round head steel zinc plated 
v260  Quantity of sink fitting and other plumbing fittings 
v261  11 no 1 litre leak sealer and 7 no 1 litre system descaler 
v262  Quantity of brass plumbing fittings and other accessories 
v263  6 scale busters 
v264  Quantity of dry wall screws 
v265  Quantity of A2 6-lobe security screws 
v266  Quantity of A2 6-lobe security screws and shear nuts 



v267  Quantity of rivets 
v268  Quantity of nylon frame anchors and other fixings 
v269  Quantity of various Spax screws and Bostik flash band 
v270  Approximately 62kgs of panel pins and roofing cladding screws 
v271  Quantity of Banner box panel pins, staples, upholstery nails etc 
v272  Quantity of rawlplugs and cavity wall fixings 
v273  Quantity of masonry nails and screws 
v274  Quantity of JCP fixings spin capsules, anchor bolts and fix studs 
v275  18 boxes of 400 rainwater screws 
v276  Quantity of wall bolts and hooks 
v277  Quantity of Fischer wall bolts 
v278  Quantity of Fischer wall bolts 
v279  Quantity of drop in anchors and other fixings 
v280  Quantity of wall bolts 
v281  Quantity of Fischer Resistuds and other fixings 
v282  Quantity of Fischer pvc window frame fixings and other fixings 
v283  Quantity of Fischer fixings 
v284  Quantity of Fischer fixings 
v285  Quantity of Fischer resin 
v286  Quantity of Fischer fixings 
v287  Quantity of fixings & fasteners nails, clasps and panel pins 
v288  Quantity of FF nails 
v289  Quantity of FF clasps and nails 
v290  Quantity of FF nails 
v291  Quantity of Rytons connectors, 3 no immersion heaters & washer, plus Ideal 

Jasper Morrison mixer tap 
v292  9 Bristan chrome plated taps & 7 Harlequin taps 
v293  10 Bristan chrome plated taps, 3 Harlequin chrome taps & 4 other chrome taps 
v294  12 Harlequin taps & a quantity of tap fittings 
v295  Quantity of used Lin type bins  
v296  Van vault - no key 
v297  Bay of board/sheet racking 
v298  Glass display head 
v299  Estwing display hammer 
v300  Paper reel 
v301  Merris model 17PC-05/25-8 paint tinting/mixing machine c/w minimix paint 

shaker, HP computer & software, X-Rite RM 400 colour tester together with a 
quantity of Dulux Trade base colours & a quantity of Dulux colourants 

 Seller to disconnect from electricity supply following sale 
v302  Metal cage and racking 152 (w), 63 (d), 190 (h) 
v303  4 bays of Dexion racking 
v304  4 bays of Dexion racking 
v305  9 bays of Dexion racking 
v306  5 bays of Dexion racking 
v307  5 bays of Dexion racking 
v308  3 bays of Dexion racking 
v309  5 bays of Dexion racking 
v310  Mezzanine floor approximately 7.15m x 5.85m and 3m  x 2.3m c/w metal 

staircase, safety rails, tongue & groove chipboard flooring.  Buyer to remove.  
Seller will disconnect electricity.  Prospective purchasers MUST VIEW 



v311  Mezzanine floor approximately 9.6m x  8.3m overall (minus a return around 
existing stairwell of approximately 11sq m) c/w metal staircase, safety rail, 
tongue & grove chipboard flooring.  Buyer to remove.  Seller will disconnect 
electricity.  Prospective purchasers MUST VIEW 

v312  Belle cement mixer drum - new 
v313  Belle cement mixer drum - new 
v314  Grit salt fibreglass bin 
v315  Grit salt fibreglass bin 
v316  Bottle rack on exterior of building approximately 4m high at front by 6m wide, 

1.2m deep.  Buyer to remove.  Prospective buyers MUST VIEW 
v317  14 various pieces of mirrored glass 
v318  16 rolls of clear polythene sheeting and roll of underlay 
v319  One bay of free standing heavy duty racking 2.2m (w) x 1.2m (deep) x 3.7m 

(high) 
v320  5 boxes of 200 black bin bags 
v321  Cast iron range 
v322  Batavia 4 grill gas BBQ 
v323  Samuel Withers & Co cast iron safe - with key 
v324  Cast iron safe with brass fittings with key 
v325  Mahogany pedestal desk with skiver 
v326  Chubb fire tested 2 drawer filing cabinet with key 
v327  10 stackable blue upholstered chairs 
v328  'Drews' double faced exterior mounted electric clock, one face going the other 

face not going.  Seller will disconnect electricity.  Buyer to remove. 
 Height 1140, Projection 1060, Width plate 750 x 175 
v329  Door hinge finger shields 
v330  Clear plastic bags 
v331  3 Stanley screw boxes and 9 metal drawers 
v332  Metal pigeon drawers x 60 
v333  PJD sales sign 
v334  13 pricing taggers 
v335  2 mannequins 
v336  2 no 3 drawer filing cabinets 
v337  Christmas decorations 
v338  2 Lexbin racking 
v339  Assortment of re-sharpened tools 
v340  Schlage C0100CY70 satin chrome electronic digital lock (right hand) 
v341  Stainless handles and locks by Hoppe 
v342  Large quantity of rain ponchos (600+) 
v343  6 Aslotel hair driers 
v344  PHL Systems hand drier 
v345  Fakro SLT350 plus light tunnel 
v346  Quantity of Bristan soap dishes 
v347  Securivision orange CCTV camera 
v348  Assortment of nuts, bolts, washers, screws 
v349  Set of 6 metal locks 
v350  Shower spares - Hansgrower and Grohe 
v351  Fibreglass BLK screening 1200mm wide (fly screening) 
v352  2 doorway carpet sheets 



 
v353  3 Bulldog van locks 
v354  Combined flow pressure kit 
v355  Valcane Express flame gun and 2 extensions 
v356  2 boxes of Flexseal access point 
v357  Quantity of parts crates 
v358  2 rolls of 4m x 25m flama retardent polythene 
v359  Banding machine and band 
v360  Electronic Avery scales 
v361  Electric turntable 
v362  Avery weigh-tronix G220 scales 
v363  2 Beldray air coolers 
v364  Bay of 6 metal lockers 
v365  Bay of 6 metal lockers 
v366  Bay of 6 metal lockers 
v367  Bay of 6 metal lockers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SALE NOTES 

LOCATION FOR VIEWING and COLLECTION 
Drews The Ironmongers, 71-73 Caversham Road, Reading, RG1 8JA 

Registration 
Prospective Bidders must register, or login if already registered, via the Register/Bid Live button at 
www.bid.tsauction.co.uk 

A £200 deposit will be required from all bidders prior to the auction. 
The deposit can be taken from a debit or credit card when registering on bid.tsauction.co.uk.  Deposits from 
unsuccessful bidders will be refunded in full the day following the auction. Some banks take longer than 
others to process refunds. 
(The Auctioneers will not be held responsible for any deficit in deposit refunds as a result of exchange rate 
fluctuations or any other reason)  

Buyers’ Premium 
There will be a Buyers’ Premium of 11% plus VAT added to the hammer price of all lots. 

VAT 
VAT will be added to the hammer price of all lots. 

Descriptions  
All lots have been described to the best of our ability from information supplied.  No liability whatsoever is 
accepted in respect of faults, deficiencies and errors of description either oral or printed.  ALL LOTS ARE 
SOLD AS SEEN WITHOUT WARRANTY and are available for inspection prior to sale.  We recommend that 
you view before bidding. 

Please note hour and kilometre/mileage readings are those shown on the machine when catalogued.  They 
cannot be relied upon in the event that the clock is broken or a new clock has been fitted.  No warranty 
whatsoever is given either expressly or implied.  If in doubt purchasers are advised to make their own 
independent enquiries as to the correctness of such information before purchasing. 

Your bid is a commitment to purchase and absolutely no claims for refunds will be entertained. 

Viewing and Sale 
Viewing:  Tuesday 15th & Wednesday 16th January 2019 9.00 am – 4.30 pm 
Sale:  Bidding starts at 9.00 am on Wednesday 16th January 2019 and closes from 12 noon on Thursday 
17th January 2019. 

Please note that the closing time of batches of 5 lots will be staggered by 2 minutes. If a bid is made on any 
lot during the final five minutes the bidding time of that lot will automatically be extended for a further five 
minutes. 

Invoices will be sent to successful purchasers by email on Thursday 17th January 2019.    No sale is 
confirmed until an invoice has been issued. 

Please note that all lots are at the risk of the buyer from the closure of the sale and it is strongly advised to 
effect insurance immediately. 

Payment and Collection 
All lots must be paid for immediately, and removed from site as soon as possible after the auction, but in any 
event no later than 4.30 pm on Friday 25th January 2019.  Collection will be between the hours of 9.00 am 
and 4.30 pm Monday to Friday. 

Methods of payment are:  Cash (see notes below), bank transfer, and debit card.  We do not accept credit 
card payments. 

 



Bank transfer:  Our bank details are – National Westminster Bank, sort code 60:17:21, account number 
95544070.  IBAN no GB 66 NWBK 60172195544070, BIC code NWBKGB 2L 

Payment in Cash: In order to comply with money laundering regulations we will not accept payments in cash 
exceeding £9,000.  Cash payments in excess of £4,000 must be accompanied by valid proof of identity i.e. 
passport/driving licence, supported by 2 utility bills, bank statement or equivalent.  Cash payments via your 
bank will no longer be permitted.  The Auctioneers will only accept payment from and permit removal of 
goods purchased by the successful purchaser or their duly appointed agent.  No lots will be transferred to 
third party invoices after the auction.  ANY CASH PAYMENT MUST BE MADE AT OUR READING OFFICE. 

EU Conformity 
Purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of equipment for export markets and the Auctioneers 
accept no liability in any respect whatsoever.  Certificates of Conformity are not supplied with equipment but 
in most cases will be available from the manufacturer. 

For the avoidance of doubt please note that this auction will be conducted in British pounds. 

Health & Safety 
All persons visiting the site either for viewing or for collection or for any other purpose shall be deemed to do 
so at their own risk and shall have no claim against the Vendor or the Auctioneers in respect of any accident 
or injury which may occur from any cause whatsoever. 

 
For full conditions of sale please visit www.tsauction.co.uk 

Thimbleby & Shorland 
+44 (0)118 950 8611 
info@tsauction.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR ON-LINE AUCTIONS & TENDERS 
1. At the fall of the hammer, closing of the tender sale or the on-line lot closing time, the highest 
acceptable bid for each lot shall be the Purchaser and, in the event of any dispute, the Auctioneers shall 
have absolute discretion to settle such dispute. 
2. All lots are put up for sale subject to any reserve price placed by the Vendors 
3. All intending bidders at on-line or tender sales must register with the Auctioneers prior to placing a 
bid. All intending bidders must make prior arrangements regarding method of payment before attending or 
participating in a sale. 
4. No lot or lots shall be removed from the premises until paid for, but each and every lot shall 
immediately at the fall of the hammer be considered as delivered and be and remain in every respect at the 
absolute risk of the respective Purchaser or Purchasers thereof, and shall be removed at the Purchaser's 
expense after the conclusion of the Sale and taken with all faults or errors of description. 
5. The Auctioneers act only as agents for the Vendor(s) and are not responsible for any default by 
either Vendor(s) or Purchaser. In particular, they shall not be liable to pay the Vendor until payment is 
received from the Purchaser. 
6. No undertaking of the Auctioneers or their employees to take charge of any lots after the sale or to 
forward them to their destination shall be held to impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate 
any of the foregoing conditions. 
7. In all cases of transfer the original Purchaser shall be held responsible for the purchase money. 
8. The Auctioneers have described the lots to the best of their ability and belief, but any statement 
made either in advertisements, catalogues, on-line description, photograph or other publicity are those of 
opinion only and are made without responsibility and shall not give rise to any action in law for damages or 
compensation or rescission of sale by a purchaser against the Vendor, the Auctioneers or their employees. 
All electrical or mechanical items are sold as un-tested, without warranties or any guarantees as to 
serviceability, working order or fit for purpose. 
9. Many lots offered for sale on-line are by reason of age or nature, not in first class condition. Some 
descriptions may refer to damage or restoration but the omission of such a statement does not imply that a 
lot may be free of damage or has been restored. Therefore all purchasers must satisfy themselves by 
physical inspection prior to making a bid as to the origin, authenticity, quality, quantity, weight, size and 
general description of each lot as all lots are sold “as seen” with all faults whether declared or not. 
10. The Auctioneers accept no responsibility in connection with the commissioning of their staff to bid for 
any lots. Reserves and commissions given verbally or by telephone are accepted at the sender's risk and 
must be confirmed in writing before the Sale. 
11. THIRD PARTY LIABILITY. All persons attending the sale or viewing whether it be at the Auctioneers’ 
premises or other place, before, during or after the Sale shall be deemed to be at their own risk and with 
notice of the condition of the premises and of the method of arranging lots and shall have no claim against 
the Auctioneers nor their principals in respect of any injury or accident which may occur from any cause 
whatsoever including postponement or cancellation of the sale. 
12. If any Purchaser shall fail to comply with the above conditions or any of them, the Auctioneers shall 
be at liberty to recover in full the amount of the purchase money of the lot or lots bought by such Purchaser 
together with all interest, costs, charges and expenses, without reference to any delivery or acceptance of 
the lot or lots, other than the first delivery by the fall of the hammer, or to resell any lot or lots bought by such 
Purchasers, either by public or private sale, and the full amount of the purchase money at the present sale, 
or the deficiency (if any) arising from the second sale, together with all interest, costs, charges and 
expenses, shall be made good by the defaulter and be recoverable as and for liquidated damages. 

 
 

 
 

 
 


